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ABSTRACT 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the Atlas of Living Australia, in the last 40 years there have been 58 recorded sightings of 

Petaurus breviceps breviceps (sugar gliders) within a 10km radius of the City of Parramatta. All 

sightings have been of individual sugar gliders and only 3 of these sightings have been within 1km 

radius of my school which is located 2km from the Parramatta CBD. 

It is therefore quite significant that a family of 5 sugar gliders have inhabited a nesting box that I was 

involved in constructing two years ago and installed on the edge of our school property that borders 

Lake Parramatta. Since March, I have recorded their movements with over 100 hours of video footage 

gathered from two night-vision infrared camera and a video camera set-up in conjunction with a red 

filtered spotlight. Regular movement trends have been recorded and behavioural relationships have 

also been monitored. The most interesting occurrence was the establishment of a nest and associated 

behaviour that leads me to believe that they mated on May 1st.  

Not content just to observe this family of sugar gliders, I observed and built two modified and improved 

nesting boxes with a chamfered hollow-log entrance and a platform to help the accessibility of the 

nesting boxes. It was with much delight to the author that the family made a permanent relocation to 

one of these nesting boxes within 4 days of installation. 

Reports of my observations in both local and national media coverages have helped raise awareness of 

the importance of conserving and maintaining similar ecosystems in urban environments.    

Addendum to STANSW Young Scientist Entry 

Since this survey was submitted to the Young Scientist Awards (August 26th), video footage has 

confirmed that, as predicted, the mother has given birth to 2 more joeys, making a total of 7 sugar 

gliders calling the nesting box home. The new joeys were first seen in recent video footage (October 

7th) from a night vision camera set up inside the nesting box. Then, a few days later it appears that the 

mother is carrying a further set of joeys in her pouch, 6½ months after the last set were conceived. 

https://youtu.be/W85gIWbFzck
https://youtu.be/vhewtN4U0o8
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INTRODUCTION 

Two years ago, for a Year 8 Technology project, my group was given the task of building a nesting box 

for a specific Australian native animal from the list below. 

 

Our group chose sugar gliders and the task was to design and build a nesting box that would be suitable 

for our native Australian animal. We commenced by conducting background research into sugar gliders’ 

diet, natural habitat and behaviour. As arboreal (tree dwelling) creatures, they prefer to make their homes 

in natural tree hollows (FIGURE 1) that are usually found in old forests. The problem we have with our 

local bushland is that the trees in Lake Parramatta Reserve are relatively young and have not had enough 

time to develop enough natural hollows to cater for all the wildlife. Therefore, the construction of nesting 

boxes will be a suitable substitute for natural hollows.  

 

Parrots Other Birds Possums Bats 

Crimson Rosella Australian Wood Duck Brush-tail Possum Chocolate wattled Bat 

Eastern Rosella Boobook Owl Ring-tail Possum Eastern freetale Bat 

Galah Laughing Kookaburra Sugar Glider Eastern Bentwing Bat 

King Parrot Powerful Owl  Greater broad-nosed Bat 

Little Lorikeet   Little forest Bat 

Musk Lorikeet   Long-eared Bat 

Rainbow Lorikeet   Southern free tailed Bat 

Sulfur Crested Cockatoo   White-striped freetail Bat 

   Gould’s wattled Bat 

FIGURE 1: An example of a natural hollow in a gum tree. These form important nesting sites for many of Australia’s 
mammals, parrots, owls and bats.  
Source: https://localandbespoke.com/2014/10/09/a-little-light-neighbourhood-commentary-and-more-bees/ 
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Our group of three students completed our research and successfully constructed a nesting box (FIGURE 

2) based on a design that our technology teacher helped us find. Upon completion of the box, the school’s 

Biology teacher placed the nesting box on a grey gum (Eucalyptus punctata), located behind our school, 

in January 2016. In February of this year, the Biology teacher found that our box had been occupied by 

a family of 5 sugar gliders, which consisted of 2 adults and 3 children. Knowing that I had already played 

a significant role in the conservation of these native animals in an urban environment, I decided to monitor 

their progress and do whatever I could to increase community awareness of the issues surrounding 

conservation of sugar gliders and their habitat. 

 

FIGURE 2: The box and display my group made for our Year 8 Technology project in 2015. 
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AIM 

To observe sugar gliders and how they interact with the nesting boxes in an urban environment. 

BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

Sugar Gliders 

Sugar gliders are small arboreal, nocturnal marsupials that come from the Petauridae family. The sugar 

glider is the most commonly known glider species in Australia. It has 5 subspecies: 2 from Papua New 

Guinea, 1 from New South Wales, 1 from Victoria and another from Tasmania (introduced in 1835). They 

are also widely used in the pet trade in the United States of America.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The average length of a sugar glider is 16-21cm and have an adult weight of 100-160 grams, where the 

males are slightly heavier than the females. Their body is covered in a grey-brown fur and have a single 

dark stripe that runs along the back of the sugar glider. The males have a distinctive spot on their forehead 

and chest, this is called a scent gland. The gland produces a scent to mark their territory. This 

characteristic helps identify the males from the females (FIGURE 3). Sugar gliders also have a stretchy 

membrane that extends on both sides of their body between their front and back legs. 

Sugar gliders live in woodlands where there are trees with hollows and a sufficient food supply. Sugar 

gliders get their name from their love of eating high-sugar nectar and flowers. They usually spend their 

nights climbing and gliding, looking for food such as tree sap, pollen, nectar and insects. Over a year a 

single colony can eat up to 200kg of insects per year. They are able to thrive in left over patches of 

vegetation and have been successfully introduced into areas that have revegetated.  

Sugar gliders live in large colonies during the winter, containing multiple adults and the offspring of the 

season. A single colony can contain up to 20 individuals. Their combined body heat helps them stay 

warm and conserve energy. Sugar gliders can also enter torpor (a state of physical and mental inactivity) 

for up to 13 hours daily in winter to conserve energy. They are known to be the largest marsupials that 

enter torpor. The colonies then disband during the months of summer. They can live for up to 12 years. 

FIGURE 3: The distinctive markings that identify a male sugar glider. 
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They breed 2-3 times a year, beginning in June or 

July. Females usually give birth to 2 joeys, who 

will then become independent in 7 to 10 months 

from when they are born. Birth usually occurs 16 

days after the parent’s mate, commonly during 

August and December. They are then attached to 

the mother’s teat for 40 days, then make an 

appearance 60-70 days after their birth (FIGURE 

4). The young are then left in the nest for 50 more 

days.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

(http://wildlife.org.au/sugar-glider/). 

(http://www.australianwildlife.org/wildlife/sugar-

glider.aspx) 

 

Nesting Boxes 

Due to the extensive historic and present clearing of trees for timber and land, many natural hollows in 

older trees have been destroyed. Replanting the trees is a long term solution but will not be useful until 

the trees have had sufficient time to develop hollows. This could take upwards of 100 years. Particularly 

for larger animals that require larger hollows (such as cockatoos and the powerful owl), this time gap 

becomes even lengthier. Until then, artificial nesting boxes must be used to provide suitable nesting and 

breeding sites. Nesting boxes are substitute homes for wildlife (including many threatened and 

endangered species) to replace their lost natural habitat (FIGURE 5). They replace small caves, tree 

hollows and other small 

spaces that are potential 

homes for wildlife. They are 

needed by specific animals 

in specific areas and so 

there a wide variety of 

designs and requirements 

to meet in looking after a 

variety of wildlife. The 

nesting boxes are also 

needed by land owners, 

such as my school, to 

support these animals and 

help maintain local 

populations.  

 

FIGURE 4: A domesticated sugar glider caring for her newly 
emerged joey.  
Source: https://www.pinterest.se/pin/533676624566067957/ 

FIGURE 5: Nesting boxes are vital for the ongoing conservation of the critically 
endangered swift parrot in Tasmania.  
Source: http://splash.abc.net.au/home#!/media/2450999/swift-parrot-update 

http://wildlife.org.au/sugar-glider/
http://www.australianwildlife.org/wildlife/sugar-glider.aspx
http://www.australianwildlife.org/wildlife/sugar-glider.aspx
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To exemplify the importance that our society now appreciates and places on the protection of natural 

hollow habitats for aboreal native animals, I recently came across a 31-page report that was 

commissioned by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services for the new Foxground and Berry Bypass 

Princes Highway Upgrade (south of Sydney) (FIGURE 6) that was recently opened on July 14th, 2017 by 

the NSW Premier, Gladys Berejiklian.  

 

The NSW Roads and Maritime Services commissioned Parsons Brinckerhoff to carry out the Nest Box 

Management Plan 23 October 2014 along the new upgrade. They inspected every tree that had to be 

removed for natural hollows and they had to be replaced at a 1:1 ratio with nesting boxes that were 

designed for the native animals that had inhabited each natural hollow. The report recommended a total 

of 209 nesting boxes to be erected for a total of 19 different species that were identified. This work also 

included 750m of fauna crossings to allow native animals to cross the highway safely (FIGURE 7). 

  

 

 

 

These nesting boxes and fauna crossings are clearly visible to all users of this new bypass. I am very 

interested in investigating these fauna crossings for future work with sugar gliders in the Lake Parramatta 

Reserve. As this is a relatively small remnant of bushland, there is the problem of inbreeding. It would be 

great to build fauna crossings to connect up Lake Parramatta Reserve to adjacent areas of bushland to 

limit the impacts of habitat fragmentation. 

FIGURE 6: Work on the new Foxground and Berry Bypass Princes Highway Upgrade 
Source: http://afsolutions.com.au/piling-works-at-foxground-and-berry-bypass/ 

FIGURE 7: An example of an elevated fauna to allow safe crossing over roads for arboreal mammals. 
Source: http://faunacrossings.com.au/ 
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Site Description 

 

Down the back of the school property, is a 

narrow strip of bushland along a creek. It was 

in this area that the sugar gliders were first 

located. The creek and the bush run into the 

neighboring Lake Parramatta Reserve 

(FIGURE 8). At just 2.2km north of the 

Parramatta central business district (CBD), this 

74-hectare reserve is home to many native 

animals and plants. The wildlife known from the 

reserve include over 50 species of bird, over 10 

species of reptile, 5 species of frog and 15 

species of mammal – including the sugar glider. 

The strip of bushland at the back of the school property is composed of two ecological plant communities. 

Along the creek is Sydney Sandstone Gully Forest and further up the slopes has been classified as 

Turpentine Ironbark Forest (an endangered ecological community). The dominant tree species are 

Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis) and Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulifera). Also present is the Sydney red 

gum (Angophora costata), Grey gum (Eucalyptus punctata) and Red bloodwood (Eucalyptus 

gummiferum) – all of which are considered food trees for sugar gliders who will use them to harvest sap. 

These trees also have to provide the sugar gliders with nesting hollows. However, this area of bushland 

is an active site of regeneration and revegetation and so the trees present are still too young to have 

naturally developed these hollows yet. To support returning wildlife, nesting boxes have been installed – 

one of which was found to be home for the colony of five sugar gliders that are the subject of this study. 

FIGURE 8: Welcome to Lake Parramatta Reserve  
Source: http://www.parraparents.com.au/parks-playgrounds/don-
moore-reserve-north-rocks/ 

FIGURE 9: My school (Redeemer Baptist School) with an arrow indicating the location of the nesting box containing 
the sugar gliders. 
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Subject of Survey 

The subject of my observational 

study is a family of five sugar 

gliders, comprising two adults and 

three children.  

This family moved into the nesting 

box at some time between January 

2016 (when the box was installed) 

and February 2017 (when it was 

first inspected). They were first 

discovered by one of our Biology 

teachers in February this year 

(FIGURE 11) when doing a routine 

check of a series of nesting boxes 

that were constructed by my year 8 

Technology class, in 2015. They 

were found in the nesting box that my 

group built specifically for sugar 

gliders.  

Since their discovery, their behaviour has been followed by camera traps with night vision facilities and 

a portable video camera with a night shot setting, using a red filtered spotlight to illuminate the area 

around the nesting box.  

FIGURE 11: This is the photo taken by the biology teacher when he first 
discovered the sugar gliders in the box. 

FIGURE 10: The arrow shows the location of the nesting box on a grey gum (Eucalyptus 
punctata). 
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The family is led by the father who is often the first to leave the nest at dusk and is the only one who likes 

to regularly launch himself in the characteristic gliding fashion. The last one to come out of the nest each 

night is the mother. She is the largest of the family and her head is distinctively wider and her eyes are 

further apart than the father’s. She has a characteristic blink that makes her very easy to recognize in the 

red spot light, as their eyes really stand out in all the gathered footage.  

 

  Father 

Teardrop-shaped scent gland on head 

 Mother 

Wider head 

Thick, dark stripe – slight bend in it 

 Daughter 1 

Head stripe is straight 

Tail has a conspicuous white tip 
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 Daughter 2 

Kinky tail, much less bushy than others 

Thin black strip on head – crooked 

 

 Son 

Tail has very small white tip 

Longer feather-shaped scent gland on head 

 

The 3 children are still occupying the same box as their parents. They generally wait a few minutes until 

the father has gone before they venture out themselves. Although the entry hole to the nesting box is 

so small that other creatures can’t get in, they somehow can all poke their heads out at the same time. 

Since the start of August, the son has taken to sleeping in another nesting box, on some nights, but has 

not totally become independent.   
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SURVEY RISKS 

Task Risk Severity of 

Risk 

Likeliness 

of Risk 

How I avoided the Risk 

Setting up motion 

detector cameras 

and nesting boxes 

with ladder. 

Falling off the 

ladder and 

hurting myself. 

9/10 5/10 My Biology teacher climbed the 

ladder instead of myself whilst the 

ladder was supported. 

Building the nesting 

boxes. 

Injuring myself 

building the 

nesting boxes 

whilst using the 

machinery and 

tools in the 

workshop. 

8/10 8/10 I asked one of the school’s 

maintenance men to do the tasks 

that involve machinery in the 

workshop. I also used protective 

gear when building the nesting 

box. 

Taking photos of 

sugar gliders inside 

the nesting box. 

Falling off the 

ladder and 

hurting myself 

9/10 5/10 My Biology teacher climbed the 

ladder instead of myself whilst the 

ladder was supported. 

Setting up video 

tripod. 

Slipping down the 

embankment  

2/10 4/10 Care was taken with deliberate 

short steps to prevent slipping 

and falling. 

Setting up the video 

camera. 

Electrocution 

from the power 

lead running 30m 

down to the 

tripod. 

10/10 3/10 Only used the power lead in dry 

conditions. 

Recording and doing 

night time 

observations. 

Getting scratches 

from trees and 

bushes while 

moving around in 

the bush each 

night. 

2/10 6/10 Carried a torch when moving 

down into the bush at night to 

ensure safe footing. 

Doing night time 

observations 

Being exposed to 

the cold during 

winter 

observations 

5/10 3/10 Dressed warmly whenever 

working in the bush during winter 

observations. 

Moving between the 

nesting boxes.  

Slipping when 

jumping over the 

creek that 

separates the 

nesting boxes. 

3/10 4/10 Crossed at the narrowest part of 

the creek. 

Conducting 

observations at 

night. 

Being attacked by 

strangers or 

animals 

8/10 4/10 Always went with adult company.  
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SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 

Monitoring wildlife is not always an easy task. This survey encountered the additional problem of 

monitoring animals that were active during the dark. To address the needs of this survey, 3 different 

techniques were used to make observations of sugar glider behaviour. In this way, the benefits of all 3 

techniques could be utilised whilst minimising each of their deficiencies.  

Video Camera with Red Spot Light 

This technique involved the use of a video camera and a red spotlight, both of which were mounted on 

a tripod and set up in one of the storage rooms in my school, facing the box. The red spotlight was 

used because, since the sugar gliders are nocturnal mammals, they cannot see the colour red.  

Positives Negatives 

Red light can be used to lighten filming area without 

scaring the sugar gliders 

Video camera can only record for one continuous hour 

and is required to be set up and packed up each time.  

  

Camera Traps 

Initially, a camera trap was mounted on the opposite of the nesting box to record the activities of the 

sugar gliders. 2 were set up opposing each of the newly designed boxes, after they were installed. To 

acquire close up footage for the final analysis of the accessibility of the boxes, one of the cameras was 

attached to a wooden beam, jutting out from the tree to get the best distance and angle.  

Positives Negatives 

Automatic, motion sensor recording The camera stops working if the batteries go flat 

Can be left set up for longs periods of time Camera has a trigger delay after movement is 

detected by which time the subject may already be out 

of shot 

Can still film in the dark (infra-red settings) One camera was more sensitive to movement but the 

second camera took better close up shots 

Weather proof  

 

Periodic Box Inspection 

On a number of occasions, the Biology teacher also used the ladder to inspect the occupants of the 

nesting boxes. This ensured an accurate tally of the individuals, their location and which boxes they 

were using. By the end of the study, up to 4 boxes had being periodically used by the family – more 

than could be covered by the 3 cameras.  

Positives Negatives 

Accurate account of sugar glider individuals and their 

location on a given day 

The use of the ladder requires 2 people  (1 to climb 

and 1 to secure the base) 

Colour photographs Using a ladder carries a certain element of risk 

A sneak peek inside the nest It requires effort to transport ladder to and from the 

study site. 
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DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES 

To collect the data for my survey, I had used a video camera and 2 motion-sensor camera traps to film 

the activities of the sugar gliders. I had asked my Science teacher to stay after school hours to begin 

recording the sugar gliders as soon as they were active. The usual time the sugar gliders began exiting 

the nesting box was around 5:30pm to 6:30pm. To film the other nesting boxes, I asked my Biology 

teacher to climb a ladder and set up a motion detector camera opposite the tree with the nesting box 

mounted on it. The footage I have collected from all 3 sources are presented in my log book. 

MATERIALS 

The materials I used to conduct my research and build my new nesting boxes include: 

- 2 x Wildlife motion detector cameras to film multiple nesting boxes at once 

- 1 x Video camera 

- 1 x Red light 

- 1 x 610mm x 1220mm AA grade marine plywood  

- 3 x Small hollow tree trunks 

- 100 x Screws 

- 1 x Screwdriver 

- 1 x Hammer 

- 3 x Hinge 

- 1 x Glue 

- 1 x electric hand saw 

- 1 x belt sander 

- 50 x U nails 

- 1 x weld mesh 

- 1 x drill 
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METHODS  

Observing the sugar gliders 

Camera 1 (video camera) 

1. I found the position of the original nesting box 

2. I found a great camera position that will focus on the entrance point of the nesting box (inside 

a nearby storage building) 

3. I then cleaned the windows to get a clear shot of the box 

4. After that, I placed the camera in the right position to view the total area of the box 

5. I connected the camera through an extension cord to the closest power point 

6. I then placed a red light next to the camera to focus on the box so that there is light for the 

camera to film (the sugar gliders will not see it since they do not have the right cones in their 

eyes to see red light) (FIGURE 12) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Then, I asked my Science teacher to stay after school and begin filming the sugar glider box 

as soon as there was movement coming from the sugar gliders 

Camera 2 and 3 (wildlife motion detectors) 

1. I found a nearby tree that will have a clear view of the newly built nesting box 

2. I asked my Biology teacher to use a ladder to place the motion detector at the correct height 

and angle for it to react to any movement 

3. My Biology teacher then attached the motion detector to the tree using the available strap 

4. My teacher then turned the motion detector on  

FIGURE 12: The camera set-up ready to go, complete with the red spotlight. 
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SURVEY RECORDINGS 

Over the past 5 months, I have been observing the movements of the family of 5 sugar gliders that 

settled in my original nesting box. The bulk of these recordings can be found in my log book and I have 

close to 100GB of video footage of this family of sugar gliders as well as other animals that have moved 

in front of the sensor. In order to convey the level of my survey recordings, this report includes a 

snapshot of recordings that I have arranged in a monthly format, starting with March.  

Snapshot of March Recordings  

Friday 24th March (First night of footage) 

Footage from camera 1 

7:47pm: A sugar glider glides towards the camera  

7:47pm A sugar glider scampers up the tree 

 

Sunday 26th March 

58secs: SG#1 pops its head out 

1min 32secs: SG#1 comes out of the log 

1min 43secs: SG#1 glides across to adjacent tree 

2min:  SG#1 climbs up adjacent tree 

10min 31secs: SG#2 pops its head out 

12min 20secs: SG#2 goes back down again then up 

13min 30secs: SG#2 climbs on top of nesting box then 
climbs up the tree. SG#3 immediately pops 
its head out 

14min 46secs: SG#3 then sits on the side of the log 

15min 6secs: SG#4 pops head out on the opposite side of 
the nesting box 

15min 33secs: SG#5 pops its head out in between the other 2 sugar gliders (I believe these 3 sugar 
gliders are the children) 

15min 54secs: SG#4 climbs up the tree. SG#5 climbs on top of the log. 

16mins: SG#5 glides to the adjacent tree. SG#3 stays in the same position. 

16min 30secs: SG#5 scurries up the adjacent tree 

16min 36secs: SG#3 climbs up the tree 

 

Thoughts/Discussion: I think the children are beginning to be more independent. Through my 

observations and assuming that the 3 sugar gliders together are the children, I 

have the idea that the parents are separating themselves a little from the children 

for them to become more independent for when they leave the nesting box. 

https://youtu.be/y74aa9shRIQ
https://youtu.be/jK6dXzkpTzA
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Footage from camera 1 

3:53am: A sugar glider’s tail is seen as it enters the nesting box 

6:21am: A sugar glider’s tail is again seen as it enters the nesting box 

6:32am: A sugar glider is seen to be entering the nesting box from the top of the box 

 

Monday 27th March 2017 

Footage from camera 1 

3:39am: The sugar glider is seen staring at the motion detector camera before climbing up the 
tree 

6:00am: The end of the sugar glider’s tail is seen as it enters the nesting box 

6:19am: The end of a sugar glider’s tail is again seen as it enters the nesting box  

6:26am: The end of a sugar glider’s tail is again seen as it enters the nesting box  

 

Wednesday 29th March 

Footage from Video Camera 

7:50pm: SG#1 pokes its head out and in multiple times then leaves its head out. 

7:52pm: SG#1 sits on the log while SG#2 pokes its head out. SG#1 then glides to the adjacent 
tree and climbs it. 

7:55pm: SG#2 climbs up on to the nesting box then scurries 
up the tree. 

7:58pm: SG#3 pops its head out 

7:59pm: SG#3 sits on the side of the log 

8:00pm: SG#3 runs up the tree. SG#4 immediately pokes 
its head out 

8:01pm: SG#4 sits on the side of the log 

8:02pm: SG#4 climbs on the nesting box before climbing up 
the tree 

8:03pm: SG#5 pokes its head out 

8:04pm: SG#5 climbs up onto a branch before climbing up 
the tree 

   

Thoughts/Discussion: The children are still returning to the nesting box 
with the rest of the family. Perhaps this means that they have been unsuccessful 
in finding new hollows for homes.  

 

Footage from camera 1 

6:36am: A sugar glider is seen entering the nesting box 

https://youtu.be/j18Lkl5fWtA
https://youtu.be/xXeJt7WbTGc
https://youtu.be/xXeJt7WbTGc
https://youtu.be/ZVYTi2-tiM4
https://youtu.be/Zp10U8RqBJw
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Snapshot of April Recordings 

At the start of April, I purchased by own night vision camera and it was initially installed on an adjacent 

nesting box 30m away. It was there for 1 week and did not detect any movement from any animal. My 

night vision camera was then installed near the original nesting box, replacing the Biology teacher’s 

camera, which seemed to be having issues with its infra-red sensor. Later it was found to just be low 

batteries. Meanwhile, the video camera, with the red light, continued to take hourly recordings during the 

month of April. Also, I constructed 2 new improved designed nesting boxes that I wanted to install on the 

grey gum, across the creek. The installation was delayed, waiting for permission to set this up on land 

that belongs to another owner. Below is a snapshot of some of the recording from the month of April. 

 

Sunday 2nd April 2017 

6:50pm: SG#1 pokes its head out then goes back into the nesting box before poking its head out 
again. 

6:51pm: SG#1 puts its head back down before poking its head out again. SG#1 then climbs up 
the tree. Soon after, SG#2 pokes its head out. 

6:02pm: SG#2 sits on the edge of the log. SG#3 later pokes its head out. 

6:03pm: SG#3 then goes back into the nesting box 

6:04pm: SG#3 pokes its head out again 

6:05pm: SG#3 takes its body out of the log and 
then goes back. SG#2 climbs up the 
tree. SG#3 immediately pokes its head 
out.  

6:06pm: SG#3 climbs on top of the log. SG#4 
immediately pokes its head out. SG#3 
then glides to the adjacent tree.SG#4 
then climbs up the tree while SG#5 
pokes its head out 

6:07pm: SG#5 climbs up the tree. 

 

 

 

Thoughts/Discussion: I believe the children are becoming 
more and more independent. I have noticed that the parents have left the 
children to learn for themselves. I think they are also preparing to mate again. 
Today, my order of my night vision camera arrived. 

 

Footage from camera 1 

3:15am: A sugar glider is seen entering the nesting box. Soon after, another sugar glider is seen 
sitting on the nesting box before climbing up the tree.  

8:07pm: A sugar glider is seen sitting on the nesting box before climbing up the tree  

https://youtu.be/7RYOTTGY0sg
https://youtu.be/7RYOTTGY0sg
https://youtu.be/lEl6ZEbd0Lw
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Monday 3rd April 

Today, I brought my wildlife motion detector camera to the sugar glider area. I asked my Biology 

teacher to set my camera up to film the original nesting box. He replaced the other motion detector 

camera which was then moved to film another nesting box. This was to see if the nesting box was 

vacant or not so I could remove it in the future and place my new nesting box on the tree.  

 

Footage from camera 1 

8:01pm: One sugar glider pokes its head out of the nesting box.  

8:04pm: There is an object, believed to be a sugar glider, climbing up the tree. There are also 

small bits of bark falling off the tree and landing on the nesting box as the sugar glider 

climbs up the tree.  

 

Tuesday 4th April 

6:38pm: SG#1 pokes its head out then goes back in the nesting box multiple times. 

6:40pm: SG#1 climbs on top of the nesting box and up the tree. SG#2 immediately pokes its 
head out. 

6:45pm: SG#2 finally climbs up the tree 

6:48pm: SG#3 pokes its head out and then 
puts its head back down multiple 
times. SG#3 then puts its head out 
again 

6:49pm: SG#3 then climbs on top of the 
entrance. SG#4 then pokes its head 
out. SG#3 then glides to the 
adjacent tree and climbs up. 

6:50pm: SG#4 then climbs on top of the 

nesting box then climbs up the tree. 

SG#5 then pokes its head up again. It 

then sits the edge of the entrance. 

6:52pm: SG#5 then climbs up the tree 

Thoughts/Discussion: Even though still occupying the same box, the parents have left the children to be 

more independent in their nightly forays.. 

  

https://youtu.be/cumO_qjBb_0
https://youtu.be/r84jAhApnL8
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NEW AIMS DEVELOPED FROM OBSERVATIONS 

Even from this brief period of observations, I already had some questions about the behavior of the 

gliders: 

1. Why did they choose the box they did when there are plenty of other 

ones to choose from as well? 

2. Is it because it is on a food tree – a grey gum (Eucalyptus punctata)? 

3. And so far they have not moved into any of the other nesting boxes? 

Why not? Are they not suitable? 

4. Also the observations picked up footage of some difficulties that the 

sugar gliders were having getting in and out of the box such as 

slipping and almost falling off. Was there a better design I could make 

to improve the accessibility of the box for the sugar gliders? 

 

I decided to test these new questions by building two identical boxes with the same specifications as the 

original box but with improved accessibility. This would tell me if it was indeed a preferred box size. Also 

the observations of the gliders entering and leaving the box would tell me if the accessibility modifications 

were working and, if they preferred these modifications, then they would move out of the original box. 

The new boxes were installed on two adjacent trees at an equal distance of 50m from my original box. 

The boxes were also placed on the trees at the same height. One of the trees was a turpentine (Syncarpia 

glomulifera) which is not a recognized food tree and the other on a grey gum (Eucalyptus punctata) which 

is a recognized food tree. This was to test if the tree species had an effect on the sugar glider’s choice. 

If they preferred a food tree they would choose it over the box on the turpentine. 

 

  

https://youtu.be/ek8e7UqhsJc
https://youtu.be/CLfDf_ZaMmY
https://youtu.be/CXyZukkwcIU
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FIGURE 13: The maintenance man cutting the marine 
plywood to the correct dimensions. 

FIGURE 14: Using the linisher to tidy up the edges before 
assembly. 

BUILDING THE NESTING BOX 

Building the original nesting box (2015) 

1. I asked one of the school’s maintenance men to cut the front and back sides of the nesting box 

from the marine plywood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I made sure that the back side was a little taller than the front side of the nesting box for the future 

slanted roof to be installed easily. I then got the sides cut out from the marine plywood. I had to 

cut the sides of the box with the top part aligning with both the height of the front and the back 

sides to ensure the slanted roof fit easily. After that, I got the base cut out so it could fit between 

the sides of the nesting box. I also got the roof cut out with the same width of the base but a little 

longer in length for it to hang over the side. 

 

2. I then moved on to preparing the sides for them to be put together. I made sure all the sides were 

smooth by sanding them with one of the large belt sander machines provided at our school’s 

workshop.  

I then drilled holes on the edges of the 4 sides for the nails to go in easier when I later put them 

together. 
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FIGURE 15: Using the electric 
hand saw to cut the entrance hole 
in the front panel.. 

 

3. I then used the hollow log to draw an outline on the front side of the box to cut out an entrance. I 

used an electric hand saw to cut out the entrance then hand sanded the inside of the hole for a 

smoother edge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was followed by gluing the hollow log over the hole, making sure they align with each other. 

I drilled nails through the front side into the log so it was more secure. I then used weld mesh 

small enough to fit on the inside of the front side of the nesting box, below the entrance hole. This 

mesh will help the sugar gliders to climb up to the entrance. I nailed the mesh using a hammer 

and U nails.  

 

4. After the preparation, I glued and nailed the sides together. I first began with the 4 walls, gluing 

each of them one by one then nailing them with a hammer through the holes I prepared earlier. 

When I glued the sides together, I had to be careful the glue would not drip. After putting them 

together, I then glued the rim of the base and quickly fitted it in between the even sides of the 

planks. 
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FIGURE 16: Assembly complete! All it needs now is a fresh coat of paint. 

5. I placed the roof on top of the nesting box, making sure the back side was aligned with the back 

of the box and the roof hung over the front of the box. I drilled the hinge to the back side of the 

box as well as the back side of the roof. I had to ensure it was drilled in the right position so the 

lid would open smoothly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Building the innovated nesting boxes (2017) 

All the instructions as set out in the previous design were the same except for three notable changes: 

1. For the new design I asked the maintenance man to cut the lid shorter so that the sugar gliders 

could more easily move from the lid to the spout entrance.  

2. My Biology teacher then chamfered the hollow log by securing it in a vice then cutting it at an 

angle so the log would be slanted for an easier access onto the platform.  

3. The platform itself is from a standard 4 inch by 2 inch plank of hardwood. It was cut out so that it 

sat flush on the surface of the box but lined up with the entrance spout. It was attached to the box 

using screws and wood glue.  
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Small hollow 

log to allow 

the sugar 

gliders to 

enter easily 

whilst larger 

predators 

and 

competitors 

cannot. 

The lid is overhanging 

to protect the sugar 

gliders from weather 

such as rain.  

The 

overhanging of 

the lid is 

shortened so 

the sugar 

gliders have 

an easier 

accessibility 

from the lid to 

the entrance. 

The entrance 

is chamfered 

so the sugar 

gliders have an 

easier in and 

out passage 

way. It is not 

so chamfered 

that bigger 

animals, such 

as predators, 

can enter. 

A platform was 

installed so 

the sugar 

gliders have 

an easier 

access to the 

entrance way 

and a launch 

pad from 

which to leap. 

OLD DESIGN  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW DESIGN  
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Snapshot of May Recordings 

The month of May was a critical month in the scope of my survey recordings. Permission was granted by 

the school’s neighbor to set up my 2 new nesting boxes in a grey gum and turpentine tree on the other 

side of the creek. On the same day that these nesting boxes were installed, I have video evidence of one 

of the sugar gliders on the turpentine tree on the first night, in the box on the second night and on the 

eighth night proof that they are using the box with one individual entering through the spout. In the weeks 

leading up their shifting, video footage shows one individual returning to the original nesting box with 

leaves wrapped in its tail, preparing a nest. On the night of the 1st May, only the 3 children came out and 

the father spent 5 minutes popping its head up to make sure the children had gone. It is my hypothesis 

that the parents mated that night. This hypothesis is further enhanced with footage of the 5th and 6th of 

May showing only 4 of the sugar gliders leaving.  

Monday 1st May 

6:43pm: SG#1 comes out and jumps to adjacent tree. 

6:44pm: SG#2 and SG#3 pokes their heads out. SG#2 climbs up the tree.  

6:45pm: SG#3 climbs up the tree. 

6:46pm:  SG#4 pokes its head out and looks around and stays in the entrance.  

 

Thoughts/Discussion: Only 3 sugar gliders came out tonight. I have come to a conclusion that the 3 that 
came out were the children and that the parents had stayed. I believe that the 
parents may have mated tonight.  

 

Footage from camera 1 

8:45pm: One sugar glider was on the nesting box and the other was in the entrance. The 
sugar glider on the nesting box jumped for the branch of the tree, scaring the 
other sugar glider back into the nesting box.  

8:46pm: A sugar glider is seen to be sitting on the tree.  

 

  

  

https://youtu.be/Ws5PXTiM5fU
https://youtu.be/-F2F0OkO-6c
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Friday 5th May 2017 

6:16pm: SG#1 pokes its head out closely followed by SG#2.  

6:17pm: SG#2 goes back into the nesting box.  

6:19pm: SG#1 climbs onto the log and climbs up the tree. 

6:22pm: SG#2 pokes its head out again. 

6:24pm: SG#2 comes out and climbs up the tree. 

6:25pm: SG#3 pokes its head out. 

6:27pm: SG#3 comes out of the nesting box. 

6:30pm: SG#4 pokes its head out. 

6:33pm: SG#4 puts its head back down. 

6:35pm: SG#4 pokes its head out again. 

6:37pm: SG#4 climbs up the tree.  

 

Thoughts/Discussion: The mother is not seen in the film. This gives me more reason to think that she is 
in the earlier stages of pregnancy. 

 

Saturday 6th May 2017 

Within the videos, an issue has been raised where the sugar gliders are having problems getting into the 

box through the hole. So, in adjustment, the hollow entrance of the box has been cut at a slanted angle 

and the lid has been trimmed for easy access on top of the tree hollow. A platform has been installed 

next to the entrance to give an opportunity to the sugar gliders for a comfortable entrance/exit.  

Cameras were set up to monitor the turpentine and grey gum that were going to hold these new boxes. 

On one of the cameras, there is shown to be a furry mammal climbing over the camera but it is too close 

to identify what it is. The camera facing the original nesting box catches only 3 sugar gliders come out of 

the nesting box, not all 5. I believe that the original parents of the family are attempting to mate again 

(since sugar gliders are known to mate around 3-4 times in a year). Today, I set up my 2 new nesting 

boxes, one on another grey gum and another turpentine across the creek.  

 

Footage from Video Camera 

6:18pm: SG#1 pokes its head out. 

6:20pm: SG#1 puts its head down then comes back up. 

6:21pm: SG#2 pokes its head out. SG#1 climbs up the tree. 

6:23pm: SG#2 jumps to the adjacent tree. 

6:27pm: SG#3 pokes its head out. 

6:30pm: SG#3 puts its head down. 
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6:32pm: SG#3 pokes its head out again. 

6:35pm: SG#3 climbs up the tree. 

6:37pm: SG#4 pokes its head out. 

6:40pm: SG#4 climbs up the tree. 

 

Footage from camera 2 

6:43pm: A sugar glider is seen to be observing the new nesting box as it climbs up a nearby tree.  

This is quite amazing because it only took one night for them to have found the new box.  

 

 

Sunday 7th May 2017 

6:16pm:  Sugar glider pops its head out and sits there for over 2 minutes. 

6:26pm: Sugar glider looks through hole for about 2 seconds then backs down. 

6:27pm: Sugar glider pops its head out for 1 minute then sits on the hollow log for 30 seconds 
before scattering up the tree. 

6:30pm: Sugar glider #2 pokes its head out for 1 minute before scattering up the tree. 

6:31pm: Sugar glider #3 immediately pokes its head out after SG#2 leaves. It sits in the log for 
about a minute before sitting on the log. 

6:32pm: Sugar glider #4 pokes its head out while SG#3 sits on the log. SG#4 then sits on the log 
before climbing on top of the nesting box. While this happens, sugar glider #5 pokes its 
head out. SG#4 then runs up the tree, followed by SG#5. SG#3 then sits on the top of 
the nesting box. 

6:33pm: Sugar glider #3 climbs up the tree. 

 

Thoughts/Discussion: I think the sugar gliders are 

now scouting the area more. I 

believe the children are now 

looking for new spaces for them to 

live. They are now becoming 

completely independent. 

  

https://youtu.be/_ZM71Co8edE
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Monday 15th May 2017 

5:51pm: Mother pops her head up-looks around for 3 minutes and then drops back down. 

5:57pm: Mother pops head back up-looks around for 2 minutes. She then climbs out then scuttles 
up the tree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thoughts/Discussion: Tonight, the school caretaker filmed between 5:43pm and 6:43pm. Two weeks 

ago, I would have seen all 5 sugar gliders during this time. However, I only saw 

the mother. This leads me to suspect that the mother is indeed pregnant and she 

has stayed in the original nesting box while the other 4 sugar gliders have moved 

to one of the other boxes. 

 

 

Footage from camera 2 

1:30am: A sugar glider appears from behind and jumps on to the nesting box. It then enters 

through the hollow log. Only 8 days after installing new box – I finally have proof that 

they are using them!  

https://youtu.be/VxvMLiJzTek
https://youtu.be/VxvMLiJzTek
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Snapshot of June Recordings 

June has been an uneventful month. I still think the mother is pregnant for she is acting differently from 

the others, by not coming out as much and when she does she returns back to the nest within the hour. 

All 5 sugar gliders are now in the new nesting box that is fitted to the turpentine tree. There is evidence 

of the new nesting box on the grey gum being used but I have no video footage of this as the Biology 

teacher’s night vision camera that was facing the grey gum has stopped working and my camera is 

focused on the turpentine tree.  

 

Monday 5th June 2017 

6:17pm:          Light turns on but there are no sightings of any sugar gliders 

6:20pm:          Sugar glider comes down from tree and goes inside the nesting box 

6:24pm: Sugar glider comes out of nesting box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Footage from camera 2 

6:24pm: A sugar glider is seen climbing a nearby tree. It then jumps onto a branch and climbs 
across the branch.  

9:19pm: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box.  

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/sGBW58KBhFc
https://youtu.be/sGBW58KBhFc
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Monday 19th June 2017 

Footage from camera 2 

12:59am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box.  

4:06am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box.  

4:50am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box, but does not enter. It instead jumps to 
a nearby tree and climbs up.  

6:26am: A sugar glider is seen gliding from the top of the nesting box.  

6:43am: A sugar glider is seen gliding from the top of the entrance.  

6:44am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box.  

8:19pm: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box, but does not enter.  

8:34pm: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box.  

9:51pm: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box.  

11:12pm: A sugar glider appears in the film then disappears. It appears again and jumps towards 
the nesting box.  

 

 

Tuesday 20th June 2017 

Footage from camera 2 

12:50am: A sugar glider glides from the top of the nesting box. (See source 69.1) 

2:35am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box. (See source 69.2) 

4:26am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box. (See source 69.3) 

5:33am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box. A sugar glider is again seen 
as it pokes its head out of the nesting box. (See source 69.4) 

6:26am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box. (See source 69.5) 

6:36am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box. (See source 69.6) 

9:06pm: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box. (See source 69.7) 

11:30pm: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box. (See source 69.8) 
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Snapshot of July Recordings 

 

Thursday 13th July 2017 

Footage from Video Camera 

5:53pm: SG#1 pops its head out then goes back into the nesting box 

5:54pm: SG#1 pops its head out again and then goes onto the platform 

5:55pm: SG#1 jumps onto the adjacent tree while SG#2 pops its head out and then 
climbs onto the platform 

5:56pm: SG#2 climbs onto the nesting box then jumps onto the adjacent tree before 
running up the tree. SG#3 immediately pokes its head out 

5:57pm: SG#3 quickly moves onto the platform and then climbs onto the nesting box. 
SG#3 then jumps onto the adjacent tree while SG#4 pokes its head out and 
climbs on the tree. Soon after, SG#5 pops its head out. 

5:58pm: SG#5 climbs onto the nesting box before jumping onto the adjacent tree and 
scurries up with SG#3 and SG#4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Footage from camera 2 

4:05am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box, but doesn’t enter. It sits on the 

nesting box until the end of the film.  
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Saturday 22nd July 2017 

Footage from Video Camera 

5:56pm:  SG#1 pops its head out and then goes back in 

5:59pm: SG#1 pops its head out again and then goes back in 

6:01pm: SG#1 comes out onto the platform and then waits 

6:03pm: SG#1 finally jumps onto the adjacent tree. SG#2 then comes out and jumps onto 
the adjacent tree 

6:04pm: SG#3 goes onto the landing and jumps on to the tree. SG#3 waits for SG#4 to 
jump onto the adjacent tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thoughts/Discussion: The caretaker began filming at 5:45pm. I believe that the father has already left 

the nesting box earlier than the filming began 

 

Footage from camera 2 

3:45am: A sugar glider is seen sitting beside the nesting box.  

4:17am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box, but doesn’t enter. It sits on top 
of the nesting box.  
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Thursday 27th July 2017 

Footage from Video Camera 

6:00pm: SG#1 (probably the father) looks around, goes onto the platform and then glides 
downwards 

6:01pm: SG#2 comes out immediately after SG#1. SG#2 jumps onto the adjacent tree 

6:03pm: SG#3 comes out onto the platform, jumps onto the adjacent tree and then climbs 
up 

6:05pm: SG#4 comes out and climbs onto the lid of the nesting box. SG#4 then jumps 
onto the adjacent tree and climbs up 

6:07pm: SG#5 pops its head out then climbs onto the nesting box. SG#5 then jumps and 
climbs onto the adjacent tree 

6:34pm: One of the sugar gliders returns to the nesting box by climbing on top of the box 
then through the entrance 

6:35pm: The sugar glider then leaves the nesting box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thoughts/Discussion: I believe that SG#2 is the mother because she has a larger and fluffier tail than 

the others. I also suspect that the sugar glider that returns and then leaves the 

nesting box again is the mother as well because of her wide face and the length 

of her tail. 
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Snapshot of August Recordings 

 

Thursday 3rd August, 2017 

Footage from camera 2 

4:51am: A sugar glider is seen gliding off a nearby tree.  

5:06am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box, but has not yet entered. It sits 
on top of the nesting box.  

 

Wednesday 9th August, 2017 

Footage from camera 2 

3:37am: A sugar glider is seen returning to the nesting box, sitting on the nesting box.  

4:19am: A sugar glider is seen sitting on a nearby tree.  

 

Thursday 10th August, 2017 

Footage from camera 2 

6:06am: A sugar glider is seen sitting on the platform while another sugar glider is sitting 
beside the nesting box. The sugar glider on the platform goes into the nesting 
box while the other sugar glider begins to follow.  

 

  

During this month, I asked the Biology teacher to install one of the motion detector cameras in the 

nesting box so I could observe the activity of the sugar gliders inside the nesting box. The results I had 

received showed the father laying on top of the family, protecting them as they slept. He was seen 

observing the camera making sure it was safe. I had also gathered more data from the other cameras, 

as shown below. With the close ups I was also able to finally identify each individual and their 

distinguishing characteristics. 
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STUDY FINDINGS 

According to my observations, my data shows that the sugar gliders have been seen exiting the nesting 

box every night at around 5:30pm to 6:30pm. My data also shows that the order of the sugar gliders 

departure is usually the same. It first begins with the father. He pokes his head out of the nesting box and 

sits there for a little while, then he leaves the nesting box. The next 3 to leave the nesting box are the 

children. They usually leave the nesting box one after the other. They all poke their head around the 

same time before they depart. Lastly, the mother leaves. She takes a bit more time to appear than the 

rest. She sits in the entrance hole and pokes her head out for a while before exiting. 

I found that the most interesting feature of my survey was how quickly the sugar gliders found the new 

nesting boxes that were installed. On the 6th of May I had installed my two new nesting boxes with my 

Science teacher and the Biology teacher. Just one night later and at least one of the sugar gliders had 

discovered the new nesting box. Then, after just 8 days, it was confirmed that the sugar gliders had 

relocated into one of the new nesting boxes. I found this really fascinating because I expected them to 

take weeks or even months to discover the new boxes and I could not even imagine that they would all 

move from the home that they had not left for at least 3 months.  

This demonstrated that the species of tree did not necessarily matter (as to be being a food tree or not). 

I think rather that the sugar gliders were able to find the box because it was along their already established 

route through the trees. I had evidence that something had been on the turpentine before the box 

installation and it seems likely that this was the sugar gliders. That is also why they found the other box 

later, it was on a tree that they didn’t use much, since the motion sensor camera wasn’t triggered once 

by anything on the grey gum. So to install a box that will be used, one has to place it on a tree used by 

sugar gliders. If you are not sure where, try a food tree because they may be more likely to visit that tree 

than any other random tree.  

As to the new design of the nesting boxes they were a complete success. Obviously the gliders enjoyed 

them (evidenced by how quickly they moved into the new boxes) and found it much easier to enter and 

leave the box. Not once did any footage record slips or almost-falls by any of the gliders. The platform 

was used almost every time, with the new spout opening out onto it, when gliders were exiting and 

observed being used as a launching pad to glide to another tree. The shortened lid made it much easier 

for the gliders to enter the spout too. 

Another feature of interest, within my research, was the call of the sugar gliders. One night, while 

analyzing the film for my survey, you could hear a strange noise, like a small barking sound. Sources say 

that the noise that was heard was the call that the sugar gliders make to each other. I found this really 

fascinating because the sugar gliders had rarely called out to each other throughout my whole survey. I 

also found this fascinating because their call was quite unique and I have never heard something like 

that before. 

An interesting extra includes the predators of the sugar gliders. When I did some observations at school 

one night, an owl came out of nowhere and scooped something from the ground in front of me (thankfully 

not one of the sugar gliders!) and flew away. This is significant as owls are the main predator of sugar 

gliders. This frightened me because it made me fully aware how dangerous it is for the sugar gliders to 

live in such an area where their predators are common. It also gave me some relief in knowing that the 

nesting boxes are providing protection from these predators.  

https://youtu.be/Uwg63EGo9Wo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxvMLiJzTek
https://youtu.be/965jDHQBNwk
https://youtu.be/u2dviApH9TQ
https://youtu.be/u2dviApH9TQ
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SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Parramatta Sun Article 

The sugar gliders’ appearance in Lake Parramatta Reserve has had a positive impact to the 

community. On the 28st July, I was interviewed by the Parramatta Sun for the local interest story that 

my observations would create. The newsletter article was published on the 1st August via internet, then 

delivered to people’s houses on Thursday 3rd August.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 10 student Evette Khaziran built a nesting box as part of a school project designed to attract sugar 

gliders. The box was installed last year and has since been inhabited by a family of five.  

Evette has been following their progress this year and recorded 100 hours of video footage of their 

nocturnal activities at the school, which backs onto Lake Parramatta. 

The Greystanes teen has since designed two improved nesting boxes, which the sugar gliders 

immediately relocated into. 

“I’ve always had a great interest in helping animals,” the budding vet told the Sun. 

“They were struggling to enter the existing box so I slanted the entrance and shortened the length of 

the platform, so they can glide into the new one. I feel like I’m making a difference and helping a 

population that’s rarely sighted in an urban environment.” 

http://www.parramattasun.com.au/story/4825144/sweet-life-for-gliders/
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FIGURE 17: Sharing my findings and footage with the rest of the school. 

It’s understood the family has since grown. If so, the baby gliders will make their first appearance next 

month. 

“We believe the mum was pregnant, based on her behaviour in recent footage,” Evette said. 

Science teacher Stuart Garth added: “There is some interesting behaviour in the footage. There was a 

few weeks in early May where we think the parents were mating as only the three young gliders would 

come out. For a while, the mum didn’t come out at all and when she does now, only comes out for a 

short time, so we’re pretty sure there are babies in her pouch.” 

Mr Garth praised Evette’s initiative. “In the last 20 years, there have very few sightings of sugar gliders 

in Parramatta so to actually have a colony at our school is very special,” he said. “According to the 

Atlas of Living Australia, there have been 55 recorded sightings within a 10 kilometre radius of 

Parramatta. Only three of those sightings were in Parramatta and what we have here is a family of 

them.” 

The community can follow the school’s lead. 

“We encourage people to not knock down old trees and to create their own nesting boxes for native 

wildlife,” Mr Garth said. 

Evette will submit her project for the International Science and Engineering Fair, which Redeemer has 

had great success in. 

Anyone who has spotted sugar gliders in the area is urged to email evette.khaziran@rbslearn.net. 

 Photos and footage: parramattasun.com.au.  

 

Addressing my School Assembly 

On the 7th August, I addressed the school about my observations from my survey… 
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Atlas of Living Australia 

On the 9th August, I submitted a photo I took from the night before and filled in all the associated fields 

for the 59th sighting of sugar gliders in the last 40 years within a 10km radius of Parramatta, for the 

Atlas of Living Australia. It took a few days for the recorded sightings to go live but a copy is listed here 

on the following pages: 

(My Recorded Sighting Code: 561088f3-bb51-40cc-b388-d782926dd41a) 

  

https://biocache.ala.org.au/occurrences/b7811832-71e4-4234-9166-0902aecd1b01
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Human observation of Petaurus breviceps breviceps | Sugar Glider recorded on 2017-08-08 

Location of record 

  

IMAGES 

  

Photographer: Evette Khaziran 

Image license: Creative Commons Attribution 

View image details 

  

Dataset 

Data provider Citizen Science - ALA Website 

Data resource Individual Sightings 

Occurrence ID 561088f3-bb51-40cc-b388-d782926dd41a 

Basis of record Human observation 

Observer Khaziran, E. Evette  

Supplied as "Evette Khaziran" 

Atlas User Evette 

Individual count 5 

http://images.ala.org.au/image/viewer?imageId=508a62c8-5be4-4a1b-8365-725f0844856e
http://images.ala.org.au/image/details?imageId=508a62c8-5be4-4a1b-8365-725f0844856e
http://images.ala.org.au/image/viewer?imageId=508a62c8-5be4-4a1b-8365-725f0844856e
http://collections.ala.org.au/public/show/dp31
http://collections.ala.org.au/public/show/dr364
http://sightings.ala.org.au/spotter/48350
http://images.ala.org.au/image/viewer?imageId=508a62c8-5be4-4a1b-8365-725f0844856e
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License CC BY 

User id 48350 

Dataset name Individual sighting 

Occurrence status unknown  

Supplied as active 

Dataset id e61eb018-02a9-4e3b-a4b3-9d6be33d9cbb 

Institution id Atlas of Living Australia 

Abcd identification qualifier Not provided 

EVENT 

Record date 2017-08-08  

Supplied date "2017-08-08T09:22:26Z" 

Event time 06:22 PM 

Event id d6e1fa31-5cc4-4e58-a73c-4ed276d47830 

TAXONOMY 

Scientific name Petaurus breviceps breviceps  

Taxon rank Subspecies 

Common name Sugar Glider 

Kingdom Animalia  

Phylum Chordata 

Class Mammalia  

Order Diprotodontia 

Family Petauridae 

Genus Petaurus 

Species Petaurus breviceps 

Taxonomic issues No issues 

http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:6c373938-06c9-4e82-8326-1f6a5b10ef45
http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:4647863b-760d-4b59-aaa1-502c8cdf8d3c
http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:065f1da4-53cd-40b8-a396-80fa5c74dedd
http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:e9e7db31-04df-41fb-bd8d-e0b0f3c332d6
http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:bd223248-af12-4ce9-9380-4f9a85be38db
http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:619be14f-e41e-4200-a9cb-6b35d7a6b58f
http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:0abb2ecb-3808-40da-b412-e9bf9957e8f9
http://bie.ala.org.au/species/urn:lsid:biodiversity.org.au:afd.taxon:6283eecd-acce-43d3-8c41-9c01eb610304
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Name match metric Exact match  

The supplied name matched the name exactly. 

Name parse type wellformed 

GEOSPATIAL 

Country Australia 

State or territory New South Wales 

Local government area The Hills Shire (A) 

Latitude -33.79251164299092 

Longitude 151.015997081995 

Geodetic datum EPSG:4326 
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WHERE TO FROM NOW? 

 

In future, I hope my contribution to helping regenerate the sugar glider’s population in urban 

environments will have a positive effect. I will continue observing the sugar gliders activities in Lake 

Parramatta Reserve with the main aim increasing the number of colonies and the general population 

of sugar gliders as a whole. I will also be making more nesting boxes for sugar gliders when the 

population begins to rise in the Lake Parramatta Reserve, particularly because they appear to be 

completely dependent on the nesting boxes. During the course of the observations, other animals were 

recorded on film, investigating the availability of the boxes that the sugar gliders were already using. 

This included ring-tail possums, brush-tail possums, kookaburras, wood ducks, lorikeets and rosellas. 

It appears that other organisms are also in need of these nesting boxes and so there is opportunity to 

meet this need, with the construction of more nesting boxes designed for these other species.  
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